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HTH Worldwide Opens Access to Vital Health and Safety Information
New Portal Makes Access Easy for Developers

December 2, 2014 (Radnor, PA) – HTH Worldwide, a global health services and technology
company, today announced the launch of its new portal designed to open access to its robust,
global health and safety databases to developers seeking to enhance their products. The
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) available through this portal make it possible to
efficiently deliver vital health and safety information to international travelers. HTH leveraged
technology and services from Intel® MasheryTM API Management to build the portal.
HTH Worldwide develops and maintains tools and information proven to help world travelers
navigate risks and access trusted medical care all around the world. Through the new portal,
companies serving international travelers can enhance their services on a global scale enabling
their customers to




Prepare with personalized health and safety advice
Access an elite network of healthcare providers
Communicate effectively and navigate barriers to treatment

HTH is the world’s leading provider of web-based and mobile healthcare tools and databases as
evidenced by the success of its mPassport downloadable application, which has been
recommended by experts in the travel industry including Travel + Leisure and The New York
Times. HTH clients include many of the largest international healthcare companies.
“At HTH Worldwide, our mission is to help world travelers pursue their plans with confidence,”
said Alex Wood, managing director for HTH Worldwide. “Making our innovative, proprietary
health and safety tools available through an API portal is a great way to expand our ability to
meet our goal. We are proud to have built this new portal through Intel Services.”
“Leading healthcare organizations are using APIs to transform existing business assets into
innovative data products,” said Chuck Freedman, Director, Vertical Insights at Intel Services.
“The HTH Worldwide program joins healthcare payers and providers leading the market by
enabling developer innovation with well-managed APIs to scale vital information and services
across mobile and device platforms.”
For more information about the portal, visit our information page.
About HTH Worldwide
HTH Worldwide is a global leader that provides access to quality healthcare information and
services all around the globe. HTH’s mission is to help people anywhere and anytime

understand, navigate and access the best available healthcare services. HTH Worldwide will
remain an industry leader in the design, development and distribution of mobile and online
global resources across a variety of channels to accomplish its mission. For further information,
visit http://www.hthworldwide.net.
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